Secrets of Droon by Tony Abbott J PAP ABB
The series follows Eric, Julie, and Neal who discover an enchanted stairway in Eric’s basement, which turns out to be a portal to the magical and troubled world of Droon. (420-720L)

Warriors by Erin Hunter J F HUN
The series takes place in the Warriors universe where there are four clans of wild cats that live in the forest. (600-800L)

Guardians of Ga’Hoole by Kathryn Lasky J PAP LAS
Follow the adventures of these young owls as they travel to the Great Ga’Hoole Tree to train with a mythic community of owls in hopes of gaining the skills to destroy the evil that lurks in their midst. (600—800L)

Magic Tree House by Mary Osborne J PAP MAG
Jack and Annie, two normal children, are sent on numerous adventures and missions with a magical tree house.

Rainbow Magic by Daisy Meadows J PAP MEA
Books follow the lives of Kirsty Tate and Rachel Walker and their magical adventures with their fairy friends.

Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling J F ROW
Series follows the adventures of a young wizard and his two best friends as they try to overcome the dark wizard and save the magical world.
**Chapter Books**

**Gregor the Overlander** by Suzanne Collins J F COL
When eleven-year-old Gregor and his two-year-old sister are pulled into a strange underground world, they trigger an epic battle involving men, bats, rats, cockroaches, and spiders while on a quest foretold by an ancient prophecy. (630-Lexile Level)

**How to Train Your Dragon** by Cressida Cowell J F COW
Follow Hiccup Haddock as he tries to pass the most important initiation test of his Viking clan, by catching and training a dragon. (990L)

**James and the Giant Peach** by Roald Dahl J F DAH
A young boy escapes from two wicked aunts and embarks on a series of adventures with six giant insects he meets inside a giant peach. (870L)

**Half Magic** by Edward Eager J F EAG
Faced with a dull summer in the city, Jane, Mark, Katharine, and Martha suddenly find themselves involved in a series of extraordinary adventures after Jane discovers an ordinary-looking coin that seems to grant wishes. (830L)

**The Secret Order of the Gumn Street Girls** by Elise Primavera J F PRI
In order to save the town of Sherbet, four girls with very little in common become involved with some people and events that seem to bear a resemblance to "The Wizard of Oz." (910L)

**Half Upon a Time** by James Riley J F RIL
Jack lives in a fantasy world. Really. He's the son of the infamous Jack who stole the magic beans from the giant, and he's working hard to restore his family's reputation. He finds the perfect opportunity when a princess lands in front of him, apparently from the land of Punk, as her Punk Princess sweatshirt implies. (820L)

**Magyk (Septimus Heap Series)** by Angie Sage J F SAG
After learning that she is the Princess, Jenna is whisked from her home and carried toward safety by the Extraordinary Wizard, those she always believed were her father and brother, and a young guard known only as Boy 412--pursued by agents of those who killed her mother ten years earlier. (640L)

**The Real Boy** by Anne Ursu J F URS
A shy boy named Oscar works as the hand to a powerful magic worker and becomes the only person who can save his village from an evil monster. (730L)

**Dragonsdale** by Salamanda Drake J F DRA
A fantasy world where every girl has a dragon of her own to groom, train, and ride. (900L)

**Dragon Slayers’ Academy Series** by Kate McMullan J F MCM
The series follows the adventures of a young medieval peasant boy Wiglaf of Pinwick and his two friends, Erica von Royale and Angus du Pangus, as they are educated in the art of dragon slaying at Dragon Slayers’ Academy. (420-620L)

**Wings of Fire** by Tui Sutherland J F SUT
Five young dragons are destined to end a war that has been raging between tribes, but not every dragonet wants the destiny. When one of their own is threatened, our hero Clay and his friends decide to escape. (740L)

**The Bridge to Never Land** by Dave Barry J F BAR
A new take on Peter Pan. Aidan and Sarah embark on a thrilling quest that leads them to some unforgettable people and places, including one that’s not suppose to exist at all. (640L)

**Sisters Grimm** by Michael Buckley J F BUC
The sisters learn that they are descendants of the Brothers Grimm and set out to become fairy-tale detectives in their new hometown filled with magical folks. (840L)

**The Wishing Spell** by Chris Colfer J F COL
Twins Alex and Conner Leave their world behind and find themselves in a land full of fairy tales. (720L)

**The Unwanteds** by Lisa McMann J F MCM
Identical twins Aaron and Alex are separated, one to attend University while the other, supposedly Eliminated, finds himself in a wondrous place where youths hone their abilities and learn magic. (880L)